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Background

Problem Idea by ethening
Preparation by ethening and ITO
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Problem Restatement

Given a N x M grid with 3 types of cell.
1. Move Pad

Moves player to one of (x - 1, y), (x + 1, 
y), (x, y - 1), or (x, y + 1).

2. Stone Floor
Stops the player.

3. Ice Floor
Extends player’s movement along 
the same direction.

Task: Find number of possible ending 
positions by starting at any Move Pad
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*Outermost ring of the grid is always Stone Floors
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Statistics
0 points  8 +  0 +  0 +  0 =  8
8 points   1 +  0 +  0 +  0 =  1
12 points  3 +  0 +  0 +  0 =  3 
20 points  5 +  0 +  0 +  0 =  5
31 points 11 +  0 +  0 +  0 = 11 
41 points  3 +  0 +  0 +  0 =  3
47 points  7 +  2 +  1 +  0 = 10
52 points  1 +  0 +  0 +  0 =  1
57 points  1 +  0 +  1 +  0 =  2
100 points  0 + 22 + 14 +  8 = 44

First solved by dbsboscowang at 21m 3s
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Subtasks
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Subtask 1

Subtask 1 (12%): Inner grid height = 1, only consists of “U”, “D”, “#”.

● Each move pad leads to an unique ending position.
● Count the number of “U” and “D”.

Score: 12
Time Complexity: O(M)
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Subtask 2

Subtask 2 (8%): Inner grid height = 1, only consists of “L”, “R”.

● Only the leftmost and rightmost cells (2, 1) & (2, M) may be ending positions.
● When will they be ending positions?
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Subtask 2

● Only the leftmost and rightmost cells (2, 1) & (2, M) may be ending positions.
When will they be ending positions?

● (2, 1) is ending position when C[2, 2] = “L”.
● (2, M) is ending position when C[2, M - 1] = “R”.

Just simply check this two cells is enough.

Score: 8
Time Complexity: O(1) [O(NM) for input]
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*So, answer is 1 here
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Subtask 3 (11%): Inner grid height = 1, only consists of “L”, “R”,  “#”.

● Still, only (2, 1) & (2, M) may be ending positions.

Subtask 3
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Subtask 3

● Still, only (2, 1) & (2, M) may be ending positions.
When will they be ending positions this time?

● Consider (2, 1), it is an ending position when
○ C[2, 2] = “L”, or
○ C[2, 3] = “L” && C[2, 2] = “#” or
○ C[2, 4] = “L” && C[2, 2] = C[2, 3] = “#” or 
○ …

● Summary: Zero or more Ice Floors, followed by “L”.
Similar for (2, M).
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Subtask 3

● Only (2, 1) & (2, M) may be ending positions.
They are ending positions when the cells following are:
○ Zero or more Ice Floors
○ Followed by “L” for (2, 1), “R” for (2, M).

● In practice, just loop from the maybe ending positions until reaching a 
non-ice cell.

● Check if that non-ice cell is the wanted cell type.

● Score: 20
● Time Complexity: O(M) [O(NM) for input]
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Subtask 5 (21%): Inner grid do not consist of “.”.

● There are no possible ending positions in the inner grid.
● Imply: Only the outermost ring may be possible ending positions.

● Consider (2, 1), when is it an ending position? The previous conclusion still 
holds true!

● It is an possible ending position only when it is followed by zero or more Ice 
and then a “L” cell.

● This is a necessary & sufficient condition, even if the grid is more complex.

Subtask 5
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Extend Subtask 3’s solution to 2D
● For each cell X in the outermost ring:
● Loop from X into the inner grid until reaching a non-ice cell. Check if that 

non-ice cell is the wanted cell type (pointed towards X).

● Each cell requires O(max(N, M)) checking & There are at most O(N + M) cell in 
the outermost ring. It is quick enough to pass.

● Score: 41
● Time Complexity: O(NM)

Subtask 5
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Subtask 7 (22%): No additional constraints.

● Besides the outermost ring, there are now 
stone floor in the inner grid.

● They can be possible ending positions.
● This kind of ending positions can be 

reached from all 4 directions.
● How do we check?

Full Solution
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● Consider cell (4, 4):

Full Solution
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● Consider cell (4, 4):
It can be reached in 4 directions

Full Solution
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● Consider cell (4, 4):
It can be reached in 4 directions

● If any of these 4 directions satisfy 
the checking rules in Subtask 5
(≥ 0 ice followed by a move pad 
pointing the correct direction):

● Then this stone floor is a possible 
ending position.

Full Solution
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● How about we go through all Stone floor and check all 4 directions?
○ Number of Stone Floor: O(NM)

○ Time complexity for checking all 4 directions: O(N + M)

● Total Time complexity: O(NM(N + M))

● Time Limit Exceeded :(

Full Solution
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● How about we go through all Stone floor and check all 4 directions?
○ Number of Stone Floor: O(NM)

○ Time complexity for checking all 4 directions: O(N + M)

● Total Time complexity: O(NM(N + M))

● Time Limit Exceeded :( Accepted, but why :O

Full Solution
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● Let’s isolate the task into smaller tasks, focus on one row of the grid.

● Focus on one direction for now, for example left.
● Starting from every stone floors in the row, go left until the first non-ice 

floor. How many cells will be traversed?

Full Solution
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● Let’s isolate the task into smaller tasks, focus on one row of the grid.

● Focus on one direction for now, for example left.
● Starting from every stone floors in the row, go left until the first non-ice 

floor. How many cells will be actually traversed?
Answer: Bounded by O(N)

● More intuitively, if some stone floor requires traversing a lot, then other 
stone floor must require less traversing. 

Full Solution
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● Starting from every stone floors in the row, go left until the first non-ice 
floor. How many cells will be actually traversed?
Answer: Bounded by O(N)

● How many cells will be actually traversed for each stone floor?
Answer: Amortized O(1)

● Score: 100 Accepted :D
● Total Time Complexity: O(NM)

Full Solution
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● There are actually more than one way to solve this task.
● It is great to learn to think in different ways.

Alternative Solution
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● Subtask 4 (16%): 3 ≤ N, M ≤ 40.
● N, M is small. Basically encouraging you to write simple code that simulate 

the player’s behaviour.

● Try to start in every move pads, simulate, and count number of ending 
position.

● Tackle moving forever: break after walking more than NM steps
 

● Score: 47
● Total Time Complexity: O(N2M2)

Subtask 4
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● Try to start in every move pads, simulate, and count number of ending 
position.

● The above solution may visit the same ending position many times (think 
of a snake pattern that span the whole grid). These are all waste effort.
 

● How can we reduce the time spent on repeating work?

Full Solution
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● How can we reduce the time spent on repeating work?
1. Identify that they are repeated work
2. Break

● A common technique used is to maintain a visited array that mark down 
which cell is visited already.

● If the current simulation reached a cell that is marked visited.
Either it (1) has been handled by previous simulation, or the current 
simulation is a (2) forever loop. Both you can break.

Full Solution
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● How can we reduce the time spent on repeating work?
0. Maintain a visited array
1. If the current cell is visited, break

● Every cell is only visited once, so the time complexity is O(NM).
Score: 100 Accepted

Full Solution
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● How can we reduce the time spent on repeating work?
0. Maintain a visited array
1. If the current cell is visited, break

● Every cell is only visited once, so the time complexity is O(NM).
Score: 100 Accepted
Score: 41, passing subtask 1, 2, 3, 6

● Subtask 6 (10%): Inner grid do not consist of “#”.
● Strangely, we pass a new subtask that don’t have ice.

Full Solution
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● What’s wrong with ice?
● Consider the following case:

Full Solution
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● What’s wrong with ice?
● Consider the following case:

● The downward path block the rightward path since the ice block can be 
used for both paths but marked visited in the first run.

Full Solution
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● To tackle the ice problem:
● Solution 1

○ Do not mark visited for ice, only mark visited for all other cell types
○ No blocking
○ Each ice floor cell can be at most visited 4 times, from all 4 directions
○ Still in O(NM)

● Solution 2
○ Dissect each ice floor cell into 4 cells.
○ Represented 4 states: the directions where the player enter the ice
○ This tackle the core of the problems, there are 4 different state for an ice cell, 

that we treat it as the same one with our WA solution.
○ Still in O(NM)

Full Solution
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● To tackle the ice problem:
Solution 1 & 2 - still in O(NM)

● Score: 100

● Some takeaways
○ Break the complex problem into small, simple problems to handle
○ They often provides hints to solve the whole problem
○ There may be more than one way
○ Think in different mindset and see which leads you farthest

● Share with your friends if you still have other solutions!

Full Solution
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